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UK: UNBALANCED BUT STILL GROWING STRONLY 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
July Industrial production, 

mom, % 

Manufacturing production,  

mom. % 

Trade balance 

£ mns 

Actual 0.5% 0.3% -3348 

Previous 0.3% 0.3% -2459 

Consensus 0.3% 0.3% -2340 

Berenberg 0.2% 0.5% -2000 

 
Still waiting for the Ukraine effect on UK industry. Industrial production made a solid start to Q3, rising by an above 
consensus 0.5% mom in July. But growth should slow in the next couple of months as the effect of fighting in Ukraine on 
core-Eurozone business confidence feeds through to the UK. Although the manufacturing PMI still signals expansion, it fell 
sharply in August in sympathy with slowing industrial output in Britain’s main trading partner. Moreover, some of today’s 
upside surprise came from an erratic looking rise in utilities output which will probably reverse in the August data. The 
weakening in manufacturing momentum led us to shave our growth forecasts last week. We now expect 3.1% growth in 
2014 and 2015. 
 
Sterling is not a key driver of the recent trends in manufacturing. Although sterling may at first appear to be a key 
candidate to explain the worsening trade balance today and slowing manufacturing PMI’s in August, Eurozone growth is a 
much more likely candidate. Not only has the easing in UK manufacturing business confidence coincided with a similar 
slowdown in the Eurozone, but the post-2007 crisis experience strongly signals that UK exports are not sensitive to the 
exchange rate. 
 
Until the effect of events in Ukraine on core Europe eases, the UK recovery will be relying on services to keep it 
going. That UK spending will remain strong seems a reasonable bet after todays trade figures showing solidly rising im-
ports, suggesting domestic spending is ploughing on regardless of geopolitical risks and nearing interest rate hikes. Strong 
imports and only weakly rising exports combined to drive the trade balance down significantly. We would not place much 
weight on month to month movements in the trade balance, which is prone to revision and is extremely volatile. The broad 
picture is of a lopsided but still strong UK recovery, with Ukrainian events weighing on internationally exposed manufactur-
ing. We are unlikely to see a meaningful improvement in the trade balance until Eurozone growth improves, even if sterling 
maintains its recent lower levels. 
 
UK Industrial Production, sa 
 
 JUL JUN MAY APR MAR FEB 

Manufacturing, mom 0.3% 0.3% -1.3% 0.3% 0.5% 1.1% 

Manufacturing, yoy 2.2% 1.9% 3.7% 4.3% 3.5% 4.0% 

Industrial prod., mom 0.5% 0.3% -0.7% 0.3% 0.1% 0.9% 

Industrial prod., yoy 1.7% 1.2% 2.3% 2.9% 2.5% 2.5% 

Trade Balance, £ mns -3348 -2459 -2364 -2066 -1221 -1753 

 
Source: ONS 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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